
   

Green Motion Control 
Machine builders always endeavor to obtain higher throughput with very high yield (and at lower 
cost). This can be accomplished by high dynamics and highest accuracy in the machine 

Typical fast and precise machinery involves the process mechanics, sometimes a mechanical 
reducer (gear), servo motor, servo drive, power source, and machine controller. 

Mechanical load is controlled by the converting of electrical power into mechanical power.  

The ideal and efficient conversion process is when electrical power delivered from the mains equals 
to the mechanical power consumed which is required for the manufacturing process.  

However, the conversion process involves many sources of inefficiency and environmental 
pollution, rendering the complete process very environmentally unfriendly, or "Non-Green". 

Minimizing the "Machinery Environmental Pollution" in critical aspects of the machine design and 
implementation, results in energy efficiency. 
It is achieved through: 

1. Qualitative Power 
2. Shared DC Bus 
3. Stepping Servo Direct Drive 



   

Qualitative Power 
When normally discussing "Green Environment", heat creation is the first perception. However EMI, 
mechanical disturbances, and electrical instability also contribute significantly to environmental 
unfriendliness and the attenuation also involves further power consumption and higher losses. 

What is “Qualitative Power” For a Servo System? 
Qualitative Power is the capability to deliver to the load exactly what ever power is required in other 
words “None Less, None More”.  

Any unforeseen and undesirable power transmissions to the mechanical load (excessive or 
insufficient) is Noise which creates Electrical and mechanical “pollution:  

 Parasitic and Unwanted Harmonics (Electrical & Mechanical) 
 Excessive heat (In the Drive, In the Motor, In the mechanical Load 
 EMI 
 Mechanical vibrations and resonances 
 Resonances ( Mechanical and Electrical) 

These “Non Green” effects essentially degrade the system’s performance.  

The traditional remedies used to reduce these disturbances involve adding specific components, 
such as bulky line filters, line inductors, additional heat-sinks, and additional fans. In some cases, 
the mechanics require modifying to become more resilient and more stable. In other cases “simply” 
slowing down the operation and thus avoiding some of the vibrations and resonances.  

Most of the remedies inflate the machine's size, design and implementation labor, costs, and heat 
dissipation.  

Each part of the servo chain (load, motor, drive) contributes to these inflated remedies. The 
approach is that the Servo Drive has a dominate role in reducing the overall pollution created, via 
the drive itself and by the other components of the servo chain. 

The main philosophy is: 

“Don’t create heat, and thus no need to eliminate it” 

“Don’t create noise, and thus no need to eliminate it” 

“Use smart Advanced Control thus avoiding (save) mechanics modification If the above is 
accomplished not only is the performance improved, costs reduced, time to market reduced, but it 
also contributes to a “Greener Machine”. 

 



   
 

The ideal Servo Drive will “Respond” by delivering to the Mechanical load, Power (Speed & 
Torque) correspondingly identically with the requested power in magnitude & timing.  

 
However the actual Power Conversion process is far from being ideal and looks more like the 
following. 
 



   

 

Typical "Parasitic" effects of Power Conversion 
What the connection between Power Conversion and Servo Operation?  

Servo operation mainly involves Torque/Force performance, but  

Power = KP*Speed*Torque (or Force).  
So, Qualitative Power represents high Performance and Smooth Speed & Torque = servo operation 

The servo drive operation is determined a critical determinant, consists of three "Time domain" 
sources to Environmental Pollution:  

• Speed And Position loops, The Mechanical Domain 
• Torque/ Force performance, The Electrical Domain 
• Power conversion, The PWM Domain 



   

The PWM  
Few Major factors of the overall performance of the servo system are determined by the PWM 
power conversion process: 
• Efficiency 
• EMI 
• Linearity 
• Response & Bandwidth 
The proprietary power conversion technology, FASST; “Fast and Soft Switching Technology”, 
overcomes the drawbacks and limitation described in the previous chapters.  
The nano servo drive is a good example that also incorporates the requirements for a Green 
servo drive. This is the most powerful, NANO size, highest efficient, Negligible EMI, Smart 
Control, “Mount it Anywhere” servo drive available. 
 

 
 



   

 

Turn ON 
Perfect PWM switching system which is very fast (<200 ns), deep ON saturation, highly efficient, and 
yet with very low stress and negligible EMI (very low recovery current). 

 



   

 

Turn OFF 
Perfect PWM switching system which is very fast (<100 ns), deep ON saturation, very efficient, and 
yet with very low stress and negligible EMI (no voltage overshoots)  

The servo drives exhibit superior efficiency.  

For example: At 50V/ 50A A Elmo’s drive dissipates ≈17Watts, while the competition declares 120W 
dissipation at the same conditions 

 
Due to the fast and smooth turn on and turn off, deep ON saturation, negligible EMI, smooth & 
linear transitions the Gold Twitter can perform:  

• Deliver ≈ 4000W with <20W dissipation losses 

• Wider bandwidth, Current (even experienced >4.5 KHz ), High speed, and accurate 
positioning 

• Faster and more precise response time 

• Exceptional wide Current Loop linearity. Dynamic range of 2000:1 (A 50 Amps Driver Runs the 
motor very smoothly and stable at 0.025 amps) 

• A large assortment, of advance Control filters to meet any servo load requirements 



   

Negligible EMI  

 

 
The result is a NANO drive with tremendous Power Density:   

Efficiency and “noise free” means less heat to dissipate, with no noise reduction by external means, 
smaller volume, and can be mounted on the moving load, the motor, within the motor, next to the 
motor, minimizing the "cabling nightmare" (critical with moving cables that in addition to being very 
expensive with a short lifetime, they increase the power consumption of the machine).  



   
All the above results in less power consumption, lighter machines that also reduce the power and 
the overall pollution. The Green contribution is in addition to the better performance, and cost 
effectiveness. 

The Torque/ Force Control 
Smooth, stable, fast response torque is essential not only for servo performance, but also to reduce 
power consumption and electrical and mechanical unwanted harmonics.   

The Quality of the Created Torque is determined by two essential functions: 

• Vector Control 

• Current Loop 

In a Vector Control scheme the Torque is:  

• Torque  = K * Icurrent * VBEMF  
 = K * Icurrent * VBEMF *COSθ+ K * Icurrent * VBEMF * SINθ  

 
• Only the K * Icurrent * VBEMF* COSθ creates a “Real” Torque 

• The K * Icurrent * VBEMF* SINθ is “Pure” torque degradation, heat losses and disturbances 

• For high quality torque the Icurrent and the VBEMF must be “as close as possible” to a sinusoidal 
waveform 

• VBEMF is the motor’s characteristic 

• Icurrent is “created” by the servo drive 



   

The attained high quality and efficient torque: 

• Maximum torque is achieve when θ = 0 (COSθ=1) 

• Smooth and stable torque is achieved when θ is constant and does not vary with time. 

• The Vector Control Loop “Strives” to create a sinusoidal Icurrent and keep always  θ = 0 

 



   
COSθ≠1results: 

• Torque degradation 

• Torque Disturbances  

• Excessive Heat  

 
 

 
High Performance Vector Control that fulfill COSθ=1 at any condition, with the right BEMF 
commutation results in the highest torque that is smooth and stable, thus saving the need to force 
more current and consume more power to achieve the required torque. 

Any operation at COSθ≠=1 is waste on energy and creation of excessive heat.  



   
The Current Loop performance is dictated by the 3 capabilities of the servo drive:  

 Current Loop Bandwidth 

 Current Loop Response Time 

 Current Loop Dynamic range 

The advanced and “Clean” design of the Power stage and current loop operating in conjunction with 
a software tool, enable ultimate Current Loop Performance and thus delivering to the load exactly 
the required torque, no excessive power, no energy consuming overshoots and transients, etc.. 



   

The Velocity and Position Control 
Very wide bandwidth and high precision of the Current, Velocity & Position tuned by the software 
tool, “The Tool That Walks You through the entire implementation” result in optimal control of the 
mechanical load with minimum/ negligible “parasitic” effects. 

Elmo’s Philosophy: 

“We’ll get the maximum out of your given mechanics”. 

Using smart, advanced and capability enriched servo control it is possible to attenuate, in many 
cases, the mechanical parasitic effects and thus refrain from very expensive mechanical 
modification. The elimination of the mechanical parasitic contributes also to a “Greener” solution.  



   
Example of very fast, smooth, oscillation free performance achieve by the Servo Drive when 
configuration and tuning was done in conjunction with the software tool 

 
• Very fast response, low overshoot 

• High resolution,  stable and “oscillation free” operation 



   

How can we achieve Qualitative Green Power Control? 
• Wide Bandwidth (current, velocity, position, vector) and Fast Response allows the required 

speed X torque/force (power) to be delivered/absorbed accurately and promptly 

• Vector control: smart, very precise, very fast vector control results in “smooth” torque and 
power and eliminates inefficiency 

• Advanced tuning tool filters parasitic, non-linear effects (resonances, friction, inertia…), thus 
eliminating “power pollution” from the application 

• High efficiency power conversion creates very low “excessive” power 

• FASST proprietary power switching results very high linearity, fast response, utmost 
efficiency and negligible EMI – “smooth” servo operation with zero pollution 



   

DC Shared DC Bus 
A servo operation involved the flow of power in all 4 quadrants of the plane Speed – Torque. 

 
 
IN Quadrants 1 and 3 the power is positive, meaning that power flowing from the drive to the 
motor, within the motor, is converted from electrical to mechanical power and then delivered to 
the load. It is the motoring operation. 
In Quadrants 2 & 4 the power is negative.  This means that the power is flowing from the 
mechanical load back to the motor, within the motor is converted from mechanical power into 
electrical power and then delivered from the motor back to the drive. It is a regenerating operation, 
sometimes also called braking. 
In the motoring operation, the power converted into mechanical power is used to move the 
mechanical load. 



   
There are two basic topologies to power servo drives when operating from an AC source/ network. 

A “Shared DC Power Bus” topology for powering Multiple Servo Drives.  

 

In the “Shared DC Power Bus” a single power supply is used for “multiple” servo drives. 

An “AC Common Power Bus” 

  
In the “AC Common Power Bus” a separate power supply is present at each servo drive. 

 



   
Motoring AC Power Input Servo Drive 

 
Power Flow in AC power Input Servo Drive, In Motoring the power flows from the Mains to the 
Power conversion stage. 

Regenerating AC Power Input Servo Drive 

 
Power Flow in AC power Input Servo Drive. In regenerating (Braking), the power flows from the 
Power Stage back to the DC bus.  

The “reverse” Power is charging the Bus capacitance and a certain trip voltage. The shunt is turned 
on and dissipates the reverse. No energy flows from the mains. 



   
Motoring and Regenerating AC Power Input Servo Drives 

 
Two AC Input Servo drives, one is motoring and consumes power from the Mains, the other is 
regenerating and dissipating the reverse power internally.  
In advanced machinery with a high dynamic, very low friction, a high rate of acceleration and 
declaration, high moving mass the reverse power can reach 2%- 5% of the total consumed power of 
the axis.  
 

 



   
In a DC Shared Bus all the drives are connected to the same DC bus, the regenerating reverse power 
is used for the motoring of the other axis.   

 
The benefits are: 

• No need to dissipate the reverse power internally 

• No heat to expel from the drive, thus no need for additional cooling means such as bigger 
heat-sink fans etc. 
Remark: 
The heat is dissipated by a typical shunt operation which is usually (much) higher than the 
heat dissipated by the PWM Bridge 

• Less power consumption from the mains 

• Less AC power to rectify into DC Voltage. AC rectifying is a significant heat creator and 
reduces the efficiency dramatically 

The energy saving in a multi axis machine can reach >5%.  

In extreme cases such as “Tension Control” (Winding- Unwinding machines) the saving can reach 
even >80% 

 



   
"Environment Friendly" power supplier is an ideal compact power supply designed “Shared DC BUS” 
to power multiple servo drives.  

What is a “Power Supply for Servo Drives”? 
The nature of servo operation requires specific characteristics from the power source. In most of 
the cases the source is an AC line, single or three phases, “Direct to the Mains” or via an isolation 
transformer.  

Servo operation requires a voltage source that is reliable, simple, capable of delivering 
“momentary” high power demands, and “conducts” power from and to the motor (4 quadrants). 

In addition, the power supply must withstand a ”hostile” operating environment: Voltage 
instabilities, high spikes, transients, bursts, EMI, high mechanical vibrations and mechanical shocks, 
extreme temperature, high humidity, etc…   

The power supplier was designed to meet these specific “tough” requirements, and has two major 
 “Functional servo” tasks: 

• Supply the DC bus voltage required to power the DC power voltage bus of servo drives 

• “Absorb” the regenerating/ braking power from the motor and mechanical load 

To fulfill the above, the power supplier performs the following: 

• Rectifies the AC voltage input into DC bus voltage 

• Acts as a bi-directional “Energy Reservoir” for continuous and instant peak power demands 
from the servo system. 

• Shunt regulator for absorbing energy from the load in case of regenerating or braking 

• Inrush current limiter 

• High frequency current ripple “swallower” 

• Filters EMI from and to the servo drives 

• Line voltage transient protection 

• Safety 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   
POWER SUPPLIER 

 

Figure 1: Simplified schematic of A Power Supply for Servo Drives. 



   

Advantages of the “Shared DC Power Bus” 
• Sharing resources The Power consumption nature of a servo application is numerous 

accelerations and declarations requiring momentary high power peaks, while the average 
power required is significantly lower. In the “AC Common Power Bus” each of the servo 
drive’s power supply section must be designed to deliver peak power requirements. In 
contrary, with the “Shared DC Power Bus”, the average/ total instantaneous power 
consumption is much lower.  
A great advantage of the “Shared DC” is the shared Shunt Regulator. Servo operation is 
characterized by very short and sharp braking or direction changes. Since it is rare that all 
drives are regenerating energy simultaneously back to the DC bus, one “Shared” Shunt 
Regulator can serve a number of servo drives at the same time. With the “AC Common”, 
each Shunt Regulator must be "large" enough to absorb the regeneration energy of the 
motor and cannot be supported by the neighborhood shunts. Therefore, there is a large 
waste of duplicate shunt regulators.  
In many servo applications while one is braking, the others are “motoring” (consuming 
power from the supply). Sharing one DC bus allows the flow of the energy from the braking 
drive to the “motoring” drives without even activating the Shunt regulator, thus saving the 
considerable heat dissipation required in regeneration. For cases of a “Winding – 
Unwinding” application, over 80% of power consumption can be saved.  

• Saving duplicity. Any power supply connected to an AC source requires the same mandatory 
“ingredients”:  Rectifying Bridge, Voltage suppressor, Inrush current limiter, EMI circuit, 
shunt regulator, capacitance. While in the “Shared DC Power Bus” (TAM network) only one 
set is required, in the “AC Common Power Bus” each drive must have all of these 
mandatory components. 

• Fewer electrical components. The safety regulations require that each load connected to the 
Mains must have a protection element in series. Thus, on the AC side, each element 
connected to the AC must contain at least a circuit breaker. In many cases, a contactor is 
also required for safe operation of the machine.  



   

Direct Drive 
Most STD servo motors are designed to rotate up to 1500 to 3000 RPM. In many cases the 
maximum application speed is much lower. There are 2 major means to “adjust” the application 
max speed 

• Mechanical Reducer ( gear) 

• Direct Drive Servo Motor  

The first "adjustment" adds a mechanical stage reducing the life time of the motor- gear unit, adds 
inaccuracy (backlash) to the system, increases cost, and reduces efficiency. A one stage reducer 
(reduction up to 10:1) has ≈80% efficiency (high quality reducers reach close to 90%).  

The second "adjustment" is a high performance solution, but the cost is very high and in many 
cases, unaffordable. 

By offering a high performance direct drive solution and at an affordable cost. 

The solution consists of: 

• STD Stepper motor 

• High resolution Encoder 

• High performance Stepper Servo Drive 

Comparing to DDR, the costs of a Stepper DDR Solution is lower by 50% -60%, encouraging more 
migration from the Reducer solution to the Direct Drive, thus eliminating the energy waste of 
mechanical reducers. 

Elmo's Stepper DDR is available up to 20 NM. 



   

Stepping Servo Direct Drive 
Combining the advantages of a low cost STD stepper motor in a Direct Drive mechanism solution, 
achieving the best and highest performance for any application requirements. A low cost micro 
stepping motor operating in closed control loop architecture replaces an expensive DD (Direct 
Drive) motor, without any reduced motion performance quality. It demonstrates high motion 
positioning and speed accuracy (Figure 2) by rotating an unbalanced load in a high controlled torque 
and under accurately ultra-slow rotational speeds. The performance is fast and precise with move-
and-settle motions of an unbalanced changing load without any vibrations, using a unique Signal 
Conditioning algorithm. This enables a high holding torque at stall and at ultra-slow operation 
speeds. Using advanced scheduled and fixed filters, gain scheduling, and other high end servo 
control built-in capabilities, to overcome the influence of unwanted mechanical defects the 
performance of the servo system is optimized. It eliminates the Cogging effect by applying several 
methods of compensations. 

 
Figure 2: Low Velocity Ripple during motion in slow speed: Velocity ripple of less than 1% at 0.1RPS. 

The high performance servo control implemented as a standardized capability in all Elmo Gold 
series drives is a key element of this solution. 

• high current dynamic range resolution (1:1000 ratio) 

• high sampling rates of up to 60uSec for the 3 servo control loops (1:1:1 - 60uSec for Position, 
Velocity and Current)  

• high control Bandwidths, that are mostly required for current and velocity loops  



   
• Special Gain Scheduling methods for fast and smooth settling 

• Large number of scheduled and non-scheduled Bi-Quad high order filters that can be placed 
in almost any link of the servo control loop 

• Special algorithms such as signal conditioning (Figure 3) for fast move and settle motions 
without vibrations 

• Nonlinear compensation methods 

• And much more… 

 
Figure 3: Fast move and settle system response 

 



   
Figure 4: Fast move and settle using Signal Conditioning algorithm 

The Demo 
An unbalanced stainless steel loading weight of 500 Gram is directly coupled to a stepper motor 
rotational shaft via a metal rod. Advanced closed loop servo control capabilities allow maintaining 
accurate ultra-slow rotational speeds while the load weight change as a function of the rod 
rotational angle. High positioning accuracy and precise rod motion at low speeds is controlled using 
a 20bit absolute serial encoder resolution. The rotational rod angle is changing as a function of the 
rod rotational speed. Using high Bandwidth current and velocity control loops achieve a very 
precise motion speeds as lower as 0.01RPS (Rotation per Second). At 0 degrees and at 180 degrees 
(Vertical rod orientation) the External Torque T(ext) is Zero, while at 90 degrees and at 270 degrees 
(Horizontal rod orientation) the External Torque T(ext) is at its maximum value. In between those 
angles the External Torque is changing as a function of the constant Rod length, mass of the weight 
(500g), Gravity (9.81 m/s2) and sinusoidal function of the rotating rod angel (∝). 

Application's Examples  
As the requirements for machine tool productivity, accuracy and dynamic performance have 
increased in the recent years, direct drive technology has emerged as an ideal way to meet these 
demands. The combination of a low cost stepper motor and advanced servo control, in particular, 
has been demonstrated to provide significant machine tool performance improvements. In addition 
to providing high dynamic performance, the drive and the stepper motor can reduce machine cost, 
simplify the machine design, and reduce the maintenance. 

Operating stepper motors as direct drives eliminate the need for gearboxes or any other mechanical 
transmission elements and enables a direct coupling of the payload to the drive. The motor can 
then drive with high dynamic response without backlash. 

The relative large number of magnetic pole-pairs of the stepper motor allows it to produce very 
high torque at stall; high capability of dynamic stiffness; it also enables the motor to achieve very 
smooth velocity regulation, with very low ripple. 

The benefits of a stepper motor are only realized if the machine tool is built to the necessary 
standards of precision and tension, and if the system incorporates a high performance servo control 
system. 

Direct coupling motorized rotation stages brings greater reliability, and higher precision, plus an 
ultra-low profile to semiconductor wafer inspection and related applications. The direct drive 
technology eliminates the worm gear of traditional rotation stages, providing wide range of rotating 
speeds, superior reliability, and enhanced position sensitivity to applications that include precision 
metrology, semiconductor wafer inspection, micro-robotics, and more. 



   
The amount of applications integration for such system is innumerous and can be found in almost 
every industrial machine segment (semiconductor, drilling, CNC, packaging etc.) 

Another example for an applicable suitable industry is the Azimuth/Elevation, Radar, Tracing and 
similar related application systems. High precision and accuracy at low tracking speeds is essential 
key element for the proper high end operation of such systems. 
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